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All Video Converter Pro is a small and effective solution for video file conversion. It support 
videos conversion between AVI, WMV, MPEG, MP4, PSP, FLV, 3GP, RMVB, SWF, Quick
Time formats fast and easily ; It supports video preview and batch conversion. And it supports
PAL/NTSC setting. You can change the codec/System type between them including PAL<=>
NTSC. It supports different settings that provide the flexibility and effectiveness of the output.
An easy-to-use interface allows you to enjoy working with video files without frequently
consulting reference materials. There are 10 different skins you can select. All Video
Converter Pro can be used like iPhone video converter, 3GP video converter, PSP video
converter, iPod video converter, and Zune video converter to convert all popular video
formats to your mobile phone, Sony PSP, video iPod, Apple iPhone, Zune video player and
other portable video players.

Get other version here:

All Video Converter $29.95 Buy now Free trial

Key features

1.Support AVI, WMV, MPEG, MP4, PSP, FLV, 3GP, RMVB, SWF, Quick Time format files
output
2.Convert videos between AVI, WMV, MPEG, MP4, PSP, FLV, 3GP, RMVB, SWF, Quick
Time formats fast and easily
3.Support batch file conversion
4.Support video preview.
5.Support selectable video subtitle and Audio Track.
6.Support various video format and video size setting
7.Support Audio Sample rate setting
8.Support Audio Channels setting
9.Extreme fast converting speed
10.High output quality
11.High audio quality
12.Very easy to use
13.Support different settings that provide the flexibility and effectiveness of the output
14.Convert video of each chapter to an individual file
15.Support specified start time and end time for the output file
16.Support customized time length or file size for the output file
17.Support automatically shutdown computer after conversion
18.Support 10 different skins 
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1) Extreme fast Conversion speed;
2) User-friendly UI with "easy" procedures.
3) Support batch files conversion.
4) Specifies start and end position while convert.
5) Support large video files, even large then 2GB.
6) Select to automatically shut down your PC after conversion.
7) No Technical Knowledge Required.
8) Lifetime FREE Technical Support and FREE upgrade Free trial download.30 day money
back guarantee.

system requirements

 Version: 4.6.1
OS: Win95/98/2000/NT/Me/XP
File size: 12.6M
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